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ABSTRACT

The absolute values for the L and H emission cross sections fora a
hydrogen atom impact on nitrogen and oxygen in the energy range of

2 keV to 25 keV were measured. The L emission cross sections werea
found to be smaller than those reported by Birely and McNeal in 1973. 

This difference has been shown to originate primarily in the methods 

of optical calibration. The Hq emission cross sections were found to 

be in general agreement with the measurements of Hughes, Petefish, and 

Kisner (1972). The Hq emission cross sections between 2 keV and 10 

keV reported here are the first measurements in that energy range for 

hydrogen atom impact on nitrogen and oxygen.

iii
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

The impacting of energetic protons and neutral hydrogen on atmos

pheric gases has always been of great interest in auroral and atomic 

physics. A knowledge of various cross sections is needed to understand 

the role of protons and neutral hydrogen in the aurora and, more spe

cifically, in proton auroras (Eather (1967) and McNeal and Birely 

(1971)). Auroral protons have energies from 1 keV to over 500 keV with

the most important particle intensities having energies from 10 to 100

keV. For energies greater than 50 keV, protons interact with the at

mospheric gases mainly by ionization

+ + +(*)H + M -► H + M ' + e

and excitation

+ + (*)H + M -* H + M v '

where M is any atmospheric gas and the asterisk denotes excitation. 

Below 50 keV the charge changing cross sections become large and H+
-f. —particles evolve into a stream of H , H, and H particles. In this 

energy range, the reactions

+ (*)H + M ->• H + M  + e

- +(*) H + M -* H + M
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+ (*)H + M -> H + M

become the more important processes with H becoming the dominant compo

nent in the low keV H+ , H, and H stream of particles.

High energy H+ loses energy through charge changing and ionizing

collisions with atmospheric gases and via collisions of the resulting
“t*neutral hydrogen atoms with atmospheric gases. Eventually, a fast H 

will experience collisions and be slowed down, in which case it will 

continue to experience collisions with atmospheric gases primarily as a 

neutral hydrogen atom. The excitation cross sections for the process

(*) (*)H + M H + M

are therefore essential to a full understanding of the interactions of 

an energetic H+ as it passes thru a gas. The following table lists the 

energy regions and the excited levels over which the cross sections for 

impact excitation of H in collision with various gases have been ob

served along with a list of references. The table lists primarily 

measurements of Lyman Alpha and Balmer Alpha emission cross sections 

for energies less than 30 keV; additional measurements have been made 

at higher energies.

Laboratory experiments for determining these cross sections have 

always been plagued by formidable experimental problems. These prob

lems are uncertainties in pressure measurements, charge collection or 

flux determination, and absolute photometry. In the past it has been 

common for authors to disagree by at least a factor of 2 due to the 

systematic errors possible during these measurements. The emission of

Reproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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TABLE 1

Cross Sections for Impact Excitation of H in Collisions with Vari

ous Gases

Target Gas Energy
Range keV

Excitation 
of level

Authors

N„ 10 - 35 3s Hughes, Filipelli, 

and Petefish (1970)

H£ and N2 10 - 35 4s Hughes and Fouri 

(1972)

He, Ne, Ar, 20 - 120 

and N„

2s Hughes and Song-Sik 

Choe (1972)

He, Ne, Ar, 10 - 35 

H2, 02, and

N,

3s, 3p, 3d Hughes, Petefish, and

Kisner (1972)

N2 and 02 1 - 3 0 2s, 2p Birely and McNeal 

(1971)

He, Ne, Ar, 1 - 2 5  

Kr, and Xe

2s, 2p Birely and McNeal 

(1972)
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Lyman Alpha, L^, radiation results from transitions between the n = 2
o

and n = 1 states of the hydrogen atom and has a wavelength of 1216 A.

Balmer Alpha, Ha, radiation results from transitions between the n = 3
o

and n = 2 states of the hydrogen atom and has a wavelength of 6563 A. 

The research described here is the determination of the radiative equi

librium values of the total emission cross sections for and ex

cited by collisions of 2 - 25 keV hydrogen atoms with ^  and C^, calcu

lated from the experimental non-equilibrium results.

Reproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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CHAPTER II 

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Design of the Apparatus

The apparatus to perform the experiment stipulated in Chapter I is 

composed of the following elements (see figure 1):

1. a source of energetic neutral hydrogen atoms in the ground 

state,

2. a source of target gas and a suitable chamber for containing it,

3. a way of determining the number of neutral hydrogen atoms that 

pass through the target gas and a means of determining the tar

get gas number density, and

4. a way of detecting and isolating the Lyman Alpha and Balmer 

Alpha emissions from the region that is observed in the target 

gas.

Overall Description of the Present Apparatus

Each of the elements listed above is now part of the overall appara

tus. The basic apparatus has been used by Murray (1968) Young (1968) 

and Suchannek (1973) in the past and, with a few modifications, was 

used in this experiment. A block diagram of the apparatus in figure 2 

illustrates the completed system; the bold boxes used in figure 2 indi

cate those parts of the previous apparatus that were either modified or 

added for this experiment. Figure 3 is a rough sketch of the physical 

apparatus. The iriodifications and additions to the apparatus will be

Reproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. I Block Diagram of the Experiment
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Fig. 2 Block Diagram of the Experimental Apparatus
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discussed here in greater detail than the other components of the sys

tem.

Ion Beam System

An Oak Ridge type, hydrogen, radio frequency discharge is used as a 

source of protons. These protons are then extracted, focused, acceler

ated, and mass analyzed prior to entering the charge exchange cell. A 

full description of this system up to the quadrupole lens is given by 

Murray (1968) and Young (1968).

Mass Analyzer

As described by Murray (1968), an electro magnet is used to mass an

alyze the ion beam. A 1/2 ohm, 20 watt resistor has been added in se

ries with the electromagnet on the ground side of the control circuit. 

The voltage developed across this resistor is proportional to the mag

netic field of the electromagnet and is used along with the setting of 

the magnet current control to select a beam energy.

Quadrupole Lens

Vertical and horizontal pairs of deflection plates were added to the 

small section of brass tubing between the mass analyzer and the charge 

exchange cell (see figure 3). These plates provide deflection in both 

the horizontal and vertical planes. By raising the potential between 

| the vertical pair of deflection plates with respect to the horizontal

pair of deflection plates, the two sets of plates act as a quadrupole 

lens. It was experimentally verified that horizontal deflection of the

Reproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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beam does not change the observed beam energy.

Charge Exchange Cell

A tube 15 cm. long and 1/2 inch inside diameter with 1/8 inch aper

tures at both ends was placed in the path of the proton beam (see fig

ures 3 and 4). A small tube attached to the charge exchange cell, 

passing through a brass flange, and soldered to a variable leak provid

ed the means of filling the charge exchange cell with a suitable gas at 

a relatively high pressure (1 to 10 microns). Appendix 1 contains a 

derivation of the equations relating the charge changing processes tak

ing place in the cell. The application of these equations to the 

charge exchange cell is shown in figure 5 which gives the fraction of 

an all-proton beam converted to neutral hydrogen as a function of pres

sure in the charge exchange cell.

When the charge exchange cell was installed between the mass ana

lyzer and the collision chamber, all the collimating apertures were a

ligned with a steel rod. The apertures were all securely attached by 

means of a metal structure to the brass flange on which the charge ex

change cell was mounted.

In actual operation, the pressure inside the charge exchange cell 

was not monitored. It was found, experimentally, that by gradually in

creasing the gas leak to the charge exchange cell, a maximum neutral 

beam was produced when the ionization gauge above the charge exchange 

cell indicated a pressure between 1 and 2X10 ^ torr.

Deflection Plates

A pair of deflection plates were mounted on the exit side of the

Reproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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charge exchange cell. These plates are 1-3/4 inches long, 1 inch wide, 

1-1/2 inches apart, and act to deflect protons out of the beam exiting 

the charge exchange cell. The beam is in the field of these deflection 

plates for a period of 20 - 74 ns., depending upon the energy of the 

beam. In addition to deflecting the beam, these plates produce an 

electric field between 394 and 788 volts/cm. which was used to mix the 

excited energy levels of hydrogen. Experimentally, it was shown by 

Fitzwilson and Thomas (1971) that the effective lifetime of the 2s 

state of hydrogen is 3 ns. in such an electric field. With the neutral 

hydrogen in the field for a minimum period of 20 ns., it is concluded 

that all excitation to the n = 2 level will be quenched prior to enter

ing the collision chamber.

Partial quenching of the 3s level in the hydrogen atoms also results 

from this field. Appendix 6 treats the contribution from atoms which 

were excited to the 3s state in the charge exchange process and produce 

emissions in the viewing region. The excitation of the n = 4 and high

er levels is small compared to the n = 2 and n = 3 levels. Hence, the 

cascade contribution from surviving atoms which have been excited to 

states with n 4 was not treated.

Collision Chamber

The collision chamber has been described by Murray (1968), Young 

(1968), and Suchannek (1973). The deflection plates used by Suchannek 

(1973) to apply a Stark field in the viewing region were placed at

Reproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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ground potential. Referring to figure 6, the beam passes through a 1/8 

inch aperture, travels 4.46 cm. to the center of the viewing region 

and, at a distance of 28.6 cm. from the entrance aperture, impinges on 

a Faraday cup. Two diametrically opposed photomultipliers are mounted 

at 90 degrees to the beam axis and receive light from the viewing re

gion. Metal shields limit the viewing region to 1.6 cm. in length.

The Proton and Neutral Hydrogen Detector

A Faraday cup and guard ring were used to detect protons and ener

getic neutral hydrogen. Figure 7 illustrates the physical apparatus 

and electrical connections. When the guard ring is at a negative po

tential of 100 volts with respect to the Faraday cup, secondary elec

trons due to the impacting of protons and neutral hydrogen are prevent

ed from leaving the surface. With the guard ring 100 volts positive, 

secondary electrons are collected by the guard ring and a larger cur

rent is observed at the Faraday cup. Appendix 2 is a derivation of the 

equations necessary for determining the secondary electron coefficient 

from the currents that are measured. Appendix 3 gives the derivation 

of the equations relating the measured currents to the proton and neu

tral hydrogen densities in the viewing region.

Pressure Measurement

An MKS Baratron Type 144 Capacitance Manometer was used to measure 

the pressure in the collision chamber. In order to establish a null 

point for the meter, a switching system (see figure 8) was used to 

channel a reference vacuum to both sides of the MKS pressure head. The
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pressure head was then switched back into the system with one side ex

posed to the pressure of the collision chamber and the other exposed to 

the reference vacuum, monitored by a Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge

(see figure 3). The measurements taken with the capacitance manometer
-4 -4are very reliable for the range of pressures ( 10 to 3X10 Torr.) 

used in this experiment and have been investigated by Utterback (1966).

Photomultipliers and Single Photon Counting Circuits

A photometer consisting of a RCA 7265 photomultiplier and an inter

ference filter for isolation of the Balmer Alpha line was used for ob

servation of that line. A photometer consisting of an EMR 542T photo

multiplier and an oxygen filter was used for observation of the Lyman
o

Alpha transition at 1216 A. These detectors are the same as those used 

by Suchannek (1973). No modification of the photomultiplier housings 

were made.

The pulses from each photomultiplier were first preamplified, fil

tered, amplified, discriminated, shaped and then counted (see figure 

9). This counting system is identical to the one Suchannek (1973) used 

except that a filter circuit was replaced. The radio frequency oscil

lator used in the ion source is the source of strong RF background 

noise that couples into the counting electronics. This noise was re

duced significantly by providing a good equipotential connection be

tween the RF oscillator and the power supplies associated with it. The 

equipotential connection was made by means of wide thin strips of a 

good conductor which produced a low reactance path. The filter cir

cuits of Suchannek (1973) were replaced by a shorted coaxial cable 1/4
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the wavelength of the RF oscillator and coupled into the signal detec

tion system after the preamplifier by a coaxial tee. The shorted coax

ial cable acts as a very sharply tuned circuit and shorts out the RF 

interference while leaving the signal pulses essentially unaltered.

Gases Used in the System

Commercial grade hydrogen gas was used in the ion source. Prepuri

fied grade nitrogen, Ultra High Purity grade oxygen, and Extra Dry 

grade oxygen were used as target gases. Ultra High Purity grade oxygen 

was used as a gas supply for the oxygen filter. The gas cylinders were 

equipped with pressure regulators and were used in the apparatus with

out any further trapping or filtering.

Compressed Air Supply

The compressed air used to operate the pneumatic valves of the vac

uum system and cool the RF oscillator and Balmer Alpha photomultiplier 

was found to have excessive amounts of water droplets, water vapor, 

and oil vapor. These contaminates may cause corrosion within the pneu

matic valves, arcing around the RF oscillator, and fogging up of the 

photocathode of the Balmer Alpha photomultiplier. A commercial mois

ture separator, now incorporated into the final system, did not provide 

the necessary removal of water and oil vapors. Figure 10 is a diagram 

of the system currently operating. It is composed of a moisture sepa

rator, a refrigerated water and oil vapor separator and a commercial 

absorptive drier. The refrigerated water and oil vapor separator con

sists of a water-antifreeze mixture cooled to -20°C and circulated

Reproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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around condensing tubes through which the compressed air must pass. A 

24 hour timer controls the refrigeration unit and a heating tape. On a 

daily basis the water and oil vapors frozen to the condenser walls are 

melted and collected in the water traps below each condenser. A series 

of three valves allows this system to be switched out of the compressed 

air line without interrupting the compressed air flow to the apparatus 

if maintenance is necessary.

Water Supply and Pressure Interlock

The water pressure to the apparatus is fairly constant but, due to 

the condition of the University water supply, the water sometimes con

tains large quantities of rust which tend to plug up the return lines 

from the diffusion pumps. This reduction in flow is enough to trigger 

the flow sensing instrument on the return lines from the diffusion 

pumps which automatically turns the diffusion pumps off. After the re

turn lines have been successfully blown out with compressed air, the 

water flow has been observed to change by as much as a factor of 4, re

turning to its nominal rate.

External Air Temperature Control

The apparatus has a total electrical consumption of at least 10 Kil

owatts. This is equivalent to a heat input of 30,000 B.T.U. to the 

room where the apparatus is located. This large heat input and lack of 

adequate ventilation produced abnormally high temperatures of 26°C to 

30°C. These relatively high temperatures can be the source of system

atic problems with the electronics associated with the Hq and pho-
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tometers, MKS pressure baratron, and Elcor current integrator. An air 

conditioner was placed in operation during the experiment and kept the 

room air temperature between 21°C and 23°C.

Energy Calibration

Figure 11 is a diagram of the retarding field equipment used to de

termine the beam energy in the range of 1,000 to 30,000 electron volts. 

For this determination, the Faraday cup was replaced by a plate to 

which the retarding potential was applied. A meter indicated current to 

to the plate. To begin, the electromagnet of the mass analyzer was ad

justed for a particular energy range; then the setting of the electro

magnet's current control and the voltage across a 1/2 ohm resistor in 

series with the electromagnet were recorded. The beam was then turned 

on and the current at the plate was recorded as a function of the ap

plied retarding voltage. The plate current was found to decrease from 

90% of a steady value to 0 in a relatively small voltage range of 200 

volts for a beam energy of 10,000 ev. The energy (in electron volts) 

corresponding to the recorded setting of the electromagnet and the re

corded voltage across the 1/2 ohm resistor was then taken to be the 

value of the retarding voltage when the plate current dropped to 50% of 

its original value. In this manner, a table relating beam energy to 

the voltage across the 1/2 ohm resistor in series with the electromag

net and to the current control setting for the electromagnet was com

piled. The uncertainty in energy increases from 4.5 ev. to 55 ev. in 

the energy range of 554 ev. to 18,800 ev. Above 20,000 ev. a 3% meter
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was used in determining the retarding field and the uncertainty of the 

energy measurement is no less than 3% of the retarding voltage.

Threshold Value of the Discriminator

The Lyman Alpha and Balmer Alpha discriminators (see figure 9) were 

set to accept the same minimum pulse heights. RF noise that coupled 

into the counting electronics provided a constant background signal of 

50 millivolts; the largest signal pulses from the photomultipliers were 

-800 millivolts. The discriminator levels were set by looking at the 

input of the discriminator with an oscilloscope while triggering the 

oscilloscope sweep by the output pulse of the discriminator. Only 

those pulses equal to or greater than the threshold value of the dis

criminator were viewed. In this manner, the threshold voltage was set 

at -200 millivolts which is four times greater than the RF noise and 

low enough to accept all but the smallest pulses from the photomulti

pliers.

Linearity Checks

To insure that second order processes make a negligible contribution 

to the measured signal, a check of the number of photomultiplier counts 

per unit charge per unit pressure was made as a function of target gas

density at an energy of 6180 ev. This check showed that the signal was
-5 -4linear in the pressure range of 1.0 X 10 Torr to 4.0 X 10 Torr.

The pressure in the collision chamber, when data was being taken, var
-4 -4ied but was always between 1.5 X 10 Torr and 2.0 X 10 Torr. Line

arity of the signal with the corrected neutral beam current was also
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verified by the measurements.

Data Collection Procedure

The step by step data collection procedure is given in appendix 7.

A short real time calculation of the cross section without any correc

tion factors was made immediately after each measurement to check for 

any sudden failures in the apparatus. After all the data was taken, it 

was transferred onto paper tape in a format suitable for a computer and 

teletype. Subsequent calculations were done on a computer, using BASIC 

language.
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CHAPTER III

DATA REDUCTION AND CORRECTION TERMS

Introduction

Figure 12 illustrates the sequence in which the various correction 

terms were calculated. The raw data programed into a computer contain

ed approximately 2400 entries and was checked by an entry by entry com

parison. The corrections to the measurements were all done within a 

computer. The remaining calculations consisted of multiplication or 

division of two numbers and were done on a hand calculator.

Calculation of Uncorrected Data .

In order to verify that the apparatus was working properly, a short 

calculation of the relative cross sections were made at the end of each 

measurement. These relative cross sections (defined in equations (1) 

and (2)) were then compared with prior measurements and used to con

struct preliminary graphs of the observed cross sections.

(E) constant
Nt N L s (1)

a P Q

and

a (E) = constantn (2)
a P Q

relate the L and H emission cross sections to the observablesa a
N„ - The number of signal counts from the Balmer Alpha photometer B

during a counting period.
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Fig. 12 Flow Chart of Correction Terms
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N - The number of signal counts from the Lyman Alpha photometer L .

during a counting period.

Ng - The uncorrected value of the secondary electron coefficient.

In all other sections of this paper N will be the correcteds
value of the secondary electron coefficient as calculated in 

appendix 2.

P - The pressure in the collision chamber.

Q - The charge collected by the Faraday cup during the counting 

period.

These relative cross sections normally exhibited an agreement of 10% 

for separate measurements at the same energy. An error of more than 

10% in these relative cross sections indicated a serious malfunction in 

the apparatus.

Changing Sensitivity of the Photomultipliers

The photocathodes of both the Lyman Alpha and Balmer Alpha photo

multipliers showed a day to day variation of sensitivity. A photometer 

with a varying sensitivity will produce different cross sections for 

the same set of observables. To correct for the changing sensitivity, 

the proton impact on ^  cross sections were used. It was assumed that 

during the proton impact measurements the variation in the observed 

cross sections was due to the changing sensitivity of the photomulti

pliers. The changing of sensitivities of the photomultipliers during 

neutral cross section measurements was corrected for, by interpolating 

between two proton impact measurements made before and after the neu
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tral cross section measurements. The correction term is defined by

Sk - a / 0k (3)

where a is the average value of all apparent, proton impact, relative 

cross sections at 6180 ev. and is the interpolated value of the ap

parent, proton impact, relative cross section corresponding to the kth 

neutral impact measurement between two proton impact measurements. 

is applied to equations (1) and (2) by setting

S N N
J . . = constant  — (4)emission p ^

where N is the number of signal counts from a photometer and is the 

appropriate correction for its sensitivity.

Build Up of a Mixed Beam

As a result of charge changing collisions by the neutral hydrogen 

atoms and protons in the beam with the gases present along the beam's 

path, the composition of the beam changes in the manner described in 

appendix 1. In appendix 1 the rate equations for proton and neutral 

hydrogen densities in the beam are solved. Figures 13 and 14 illus

trate the change in the beams's composition as a function of distance 

along the beam's axis for beams consisting initially of all protons or 

neutral hydrogen atoms, respectively. The charge collected by the 

Faraday cup during a measurement results from the impact of protons, 

neutral hydrogen and their associated secondary electrons. The deter-
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minacion of the secondary electron coefficient in appendix 2 relates
-j- — -f* —the observed currents i and i to N . i and i are the currents atc e s c  c

the Faraday cup with the guard ring at a potential of + 100 volts or 

- 100 volts with respect to the Faraday cup, respectively. Appendix 3 

establishes the relationship between the observed charge, Q, and the 

flux of neutral hydrogen atoms through the viewing region. The correc

tion to the cross section consists of replacing Q by Q(viewing region) 

where

Q(viewing region) = Q
evAnQ(viewing region)

(5)

evAnQ (viewing region)/i^ is defined by equation (45) in appendix 3. 

The corrected values of the relative cross sections are then given by

a . . = constantemission
Sk N 
P Q

.+1c
evAn (viewing region) o

(6)

Doppler Shift Correction

The photometers have filters to isolate the and lines. These

filters allow transmission of L and H radiation in a small band ofa aO O
wavelengths around 1216 A and 6563 A, respectively. Since the atoms 

emitting the radiation are moving, the wavelengths of the light passing 

thru the filters will be shifted to either higher or lower wavelengths 

depending upon the location of the emitting atom in the viewing region. 

The transmission of the filters does not vary linearly with wavelength.
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The number of photons that reach the surface of each photocathode de

pends upon the solid angle subtended and the transmission of these pho

tons thru the interference filters. Suchannek (1973) has determined 

the effective solid angle, f°r this process as a function of

beam energy. Table 2 is a compilation of the effective solid angles 

relative to the solid angle at 500 ev., where the effective solid angle 

is not seriously affected by the Doppler shift. In order to correct 

each measurement so it corresponded to the same effective solid angle 

as that at an energy of 6180 electron volts, a correction term, D(E), 

was developed. .

£2 ,.,.(6180 ev.)
■ D(E) -   . (7)

fleff(E)

The solid angle at 6180 ev. was used because the cross sections were 

normalized at that energy. The corrected values of the relative cross 

sections at energy E, a^CE) , could then be expressed as

emissiona (E) = ----------r constant

f N Sk D(E) .+lc
evAnQ(viewing region)

(8)

©^(E) was calculated for each measurement and the average value of 

ar(E) is expressed as ar(E).

Build Up of Radiative Equilibrium and Cascade

As the beam traverses the collision chamber, neutral hydrogen atoms 

become excited thru collisions and emit photons at an increasing rate 

until the number of atoms decaying per unit time equals the number of
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TABLE 2

Doppler Shifted Relative Solid Angle

Energy (ev.) Solid Angle Solid Angle

1870 1.014 .962
2090 1.016 .956
2250 1.018 .951
2700 1.022 .941
3350 1.028 .926
3830 1.032 .918
4800 1.040 .903
5330 1.045 .895
6180 1.052 .884
6900 1.057 .875
7900 1.065 .862
8840 1.071 .850
10300 1.081 .832
11860 1.091 .814
12940 1.097 .801
14420 1.106 .785
15840 1.113 .771
17480 1.122 .756
18650 1.127 .747
19230 1.130 .740
21400 1.139 .723
23550 1.147 .707
24600 1.150 .700

The solid angle is chosen to be 1.0 at 500 ev. where little Doppler
-3shift occurs and where the absolute solid angles are 7.42 X 10 and 

_29.18 X 10 steradians for the and La photometers, respectively.
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atoms excited per unit time. At that point, radiative equilibrium is 

established. Appendix 4 discusses this problem and contains the solu

tion for the build up of an excited level as a function of position. 

Figure 15 is a diagram of the radiative lifetimes of an excited hydro

gen atom and its possible decay patterns up to the n = 4 energy level. 

Table 2 from Condon and Shortley (1967, p.136) lists the transition 

probabilities and lifetimes for an excited hydrogen atom. The build up 

of the 2p, 3s, 3p, and 3d states are treated in appendix 5 to include 

cascade contributions from the next higher energy level. Figure 16 is 

a graph of this build up as a function of distance, z, into the colli

sion chamber at 6180 ev. with the build up for the 3s level also calcu

lated at 24,000 ev. for comparison.

As can be seen from figure 16 some of the states are near equilib

rium in the viewing region and others are far from it. A correction 

factor to determine the equilibrium emission cross sections, aemiss^on> 

from the observed cross sections is approached from the point of view 

that the relative populations of the excited states are already known. 

With this knowledge and the equations for build up of emitting atoms

the ratio of the observed cross section at z = z to the expected crosso
section at z = 00 can be calculated. After this ratio is calculated, 

the equilibrium cross sections are easily computed.

The observed (apparent), relative cross sections, ar (E), are relat

ed to the emission cross sections, aemiSSj[on> corresponding to radi

ative equilibrium, by

a (E) = constant F a .  . (9)r emission
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TABLE 3

Transition Probabilities and Lifetimes of Excited Hydrogen Atoms

Initial Final Probability
8 “1 State State 10 sec

Lifetime

nanoseconds

Total Probability for
any Transition from

8 "1 state nl 10 sec

2p Is 6.25 1.6 6.25

3s
3p
3p
3d

2p
Is
2s
2p

.063
1.64
.22
.64

158.7 
6.09 

45 
15.62

.09
•4 /

.063

1.86

.64

4s
4s
4p
4p
4p
4p
4d
4d
4f

2p
3p
Is
2s
3s
3d
2p
3p
3d

.025

.018

.68

.095

.030

.003

.204

.070

.137

400
555
14.7

105.2
333

3333
49

142.8
72.99

}

.043

.81

.274

.137
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where F is the ratio of the emissions observed at z = z to the emis-
/ °

sions at radiative equilibrium.

0(z )  o
0(»)

F = ----2—  (10)

where 0(z) represents the number of atoms emitting per unit volume per 

unit time (volume emission rate) as a function of position. The calcu

lation of 0(z) is straightforward and can be expressed as

0(z) = constant E a E, (z) f . (11)nl nl nl
states

a , is the cross section for excitation of the state nl. £ . (z) is the nl nl
ratio of the volume emission rates of the atoms emitting at z, includ

ing atoms excited thru cascade, to the volume emission rate for atoms 

which would emit in radiative equilibrium, neglecting cascade, f  ̂is 

the fraction of the radiative transitions from a state that gives the 

observed line.

F = Anl-n11 ' (12)

n l  '

where A , ,,, is the transition probability for a radiative transitionnl-n 1
from state nl to state n ’l' and is the total transition probability 

for all transitions originating in state nl. By using the transition 

probabilities from table 3 and figure 15, f ^ is calculated. For Lyman
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Alpha,

2p
2p.-l8,

2p
= 1

For Balmer Alpha,

'3s
3s-2p

3s
1 ,

3p
3p-2s

3p
= 0.118

and

'3d
3d-2p.
3d

= 1 .

Tn^(z) is derived in appendix 5 and represents the volume emission

rate in terms of the populations of the excited states, including a

cascade contribution from the next higher level. Appendix 6 discusses

the contribution to r. (z) and T. (z) from 3s atoms excited in the3s Zp
charge exchange cell but emitting in the viewing region. £nl(z) is 

then defined by

5 nlU )  ‘ vpn a . o nl
(13)

where vpn a , is the volume emission rate for states emitting at radia- o nl
tive equilibrium, neglecting cascade. The results of this calculation 

yield ?n^(“) equal to

1.0074 for the 3s state,
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1.1348 for the 3p state,

1.2007 for the 3d state, and

1.2000 for the 2p state.

To summarize these partial results, €nj_(z)» ^nl* ^ n l ^ ’ anc* are
inserted into equation (9), giving

a (E) = constantr
states nl

states nl

5nl(zo) fnl

£ (“) fSi'' ' nl
a . . . (14)emission

For the specific cases of L and H emissions, r a a

a^ = constant
a

1.200

C2p(zo)
°L (E) (15)

and

a (E) = constant Ha

1.0074ao + 0.1339a + 1.2007a________3s_______  3p__________ 3d

“S s W V  + a3p53p(zo) + 03d53 d < V a (16)

aT (E) and a (E) are the average values for the relative L and H L H ot ota a
cross sections as a function of energy, respectively, a^ (E) and

a
aH (E) are the corrected relative emission cross sections for Lq and 

a
radiation. For the Balmer Alpha correction, a knowledge of the rela

tive populations of the 3s, 3p, and 3d states is needed. These rela

tive populations for neutral impact on nitrogen and oxygen are measured 

by Hughes, Petefish, and Kisner (1972). Table 4 contains the results
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TABLE 4

Table of Correction Terms for Cascade and Build Up of Emitting Atoms

Energy
ev.

La H
a

nitrogen
Ha

oxygen

1870 .9465 .6751 .6386
2090 .9449 .6647 .6275
2250 .9439 .6578 .6202
2700 .9412 .6407 .6022
3350 .9380 .6204 .5810
3830 .9360 .6077 .5679
4800 .9324 .5859 .5457
5330 .9307 .5757 .5354
6180 .9282 .5611 .5208
6900 .9263 .5500 .5098
7900 .9238 .5363 .4963
8840 .9218 .5247 .4849

10300 .9189 .5088 .4695
11860 .9161 .4940 .4551
12940 .9144 .4847 .4462
14420 .9122 .4732 .4352
15840 .9103 .4631 .4256
17480 .9082 .4524 .4155
18650 .9069 .4455 .4088
19230 .9063 .4421 .4057
21400 .9040 .4306 .3948
23550 .9020 .4202 .3850
24600 .9011 .4155 .3806

Ratio of the apparent cross sections observed at a distance of 4.46 

cm. into the collision chamber to the cross section when the beam is 

in radiative equilibrium.
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for this calculation.

Obtaining an Absolute Value

To establish the absolute value of the cross sections, the absolute 

cross sections of Suchannek (1973) for proton impact on nitrogen at 

6180 ev. were used to normalize the relative cross sections. The cal

culation begins by setting

a (6180) = k1a (6180)L X La a
(17)

and

oR (6180) = k2aR (6180)
a a

(18)

for proton impact on nitrogen, k^ and k2 are constants to be deter

mined. aT (6180) and a (6180) are the absolute cross sections ofL ria a _
Suchannek (1973) at 6180 ev. for L and H emissions, a (6180) and

CL Ot L a
a (6180) are the averaged relative values of the proton impact on Ha
nitrogen cross sections at 6180 ev. (see equation 3). For neutral 

impact,

'  1.200
0L <E)

a - V i  (E>a
(19)

and

°H (E)a

1.0074ao + 0.1339a_ + 1.2007a,,_______ 3s_________ _3p__________ 3d_____

a3 s W z) + 0 -118a3p53p(z) + °3d53d(z)
= k a (E)

a (20)

where the constants are the same as for proton impact. The absolute
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values of crT (E) and a (E) are calculated from L H.a a

aL (E) = aL (6180)
a a

aL (E) 
a

aL (6180) 
a

1.2000

«2pU)
(21)

and

oH (E) = oH (6180)
a a

%  (E) 
a

oR (6180) 
a

1.0074o 3s + 0.1339a3p + 1.2007g3d 

03s53s ^  + 0,118a3p?3 p ^  + °3d?3 d ^
(22)

The absolute values for all the emission cross sections in the case of 

neutral hydrogen impact on atmospheric gases were obtained by normal

izing the relative cross sections to the absolute values for o (6180)

and o (6180). ncx

a

I

*
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Lyman Alpha and Balmer Alpha Cross Sections

Three types of cross s e c t i o n s  a r e  discussed in this chapter.

1. Apparent cross sections observed in the viewing region, 4.46 

cm. into the collision chamber. These cross sections do not 

contain corrections for cascade, radiative equilibrium, or the 

contribution from 3s atoms excited in the charge exchange cell. 

They are referred to as the " observed cross sections " in the 

graphs.

2. Cross sections that would be observed if the beam were in radi

ative equilibrium. These cross sections are calculated from 

the " observed cross sections " and contain the corrections for 

cascade and radiative equilibrium outlined in Chapter III and 

Appendix 5.

3. Cross sections that are calculated to correct for the presence 

of emitting 3s atoms excited in the charge exchange cell.

These cross sections are calculated from the observed cross 

sections and contain the corrections for cascade and radiative 

equilibrium outlined in Chapter III, Appendix 5, and Appendix 

6 .

Figures 17, 18, 19, and 20 graphically display this material. The 

equilibrium values of the emission cross sections are also given in 

table 5. The curves in the graphs in this chapter were drawn by a vis

ual fit to the data points. The correction in the Balmer Alpha cross
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Absolute Emission Cross sections in Radiative Equilibrium ( 10

TABLE 5

Nitrogen 
Energy Lyman Balmer

ev. Alpha Alpha

1870 2.70 3.30
2090 2.92 2.81

2250 2.72 2.06
2700 2.86 2.40
3350 2.57 2.06
3830 2.60 1.79
4800 2.51 1.53
5330 2.66 1.75
6180 2.44 1.69
6900 2.21 1.37
7900 2.42 1.72
8840 2.29 1.51
10300 2.36 1.60
11860 2.23 1.58
12940 2.50 1.67
14420 2.26 1.65
15840 2.22 1.67
17480 2.01 1.57
18650 2.21 1.85
19230 2.11 1.77
21400 2.20 1.84
23550 ---- ----
24600 2.18 1.99

Oxygen 
Lyman Balmer 
Alpha Alpha

4.04 1.04
4.12 2.98

4.04 2.21
4.14 2.13
4.16 1.87
3.78 1.77
3.82 1.75
3.86 1.48
3.86 1.66
3.44 1.71
3.20 1.74
3.04 1.58
2.79 1.46
2.74 1.50
2.87 1.48
2.95 1.65
2.91 1.68
2.84 1.63
2.68 1.51
2.56 1.48
2.97 1.73
2.76 1.82
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sections for 3s atoms excited in the charge exchange cell is quite ap

parent for beam energies above 10 keV. When a suitable correction is 

applied for 3s atoms excited in the charge exchange cell, all the 

cross sections appear to decrease with increasing energy except the 

Lyman Alpha cross section for oxygen which appears to be slightly in

creasing with energy near 25 keV.

Comparison to Other Cross Sections

The relative Lyman Alpha cross sections are plotted in figures 21 

and 22 and compared to the cross sections of Birely and McNeal (1971). 

The curves labled " our work " are uncorrected for Doppler shift as 

were the cross sections of Birely and McNeal. The cross sections were 

scaled so they were equal to 1 at 6180 ev. These figuras indicate that 

the cross sections have the same general shape and decrease with in

creasing energy. Nitrogen has a peak value below 2 keV and oxygen 

reaches a maximum between 2 keV and 5 keV.

In figures 23 and 24 the absolute values for the Lyman Alpha cross 

sections are compared to the work done by Birely and McNeal (1971). As 

can be seen in the graphs, the cross sections obtained are smaller than 

those measured by Birely and McNeal (1971). This difference is prima

rily explained by the differences in the absolute calibration method 

used. In this experiment the normalization of the cross sections was 

done by comparison (see Chapter III) to the absolute value of the cross 

section for proton impact on nitrogen measured by Suchannek (1973), 

using a photon coincidence method. Birely and McNeal (1971) normalized
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their cross sections to their relative cross sections for proton impact 

on argon which was measured during their experiment for optical cali

bration. This was, in turn obtained by superimposing their relative 

cross sections for proton impact on argon on the previously published 

cross sections of Pretzer, Van Zyl, and Geballe (1964) and Andreev, 

Ankudinov, and Bobashev (1966) and obtaining the best fit. In this 

work, the absolute value of the proton on argon cross section of 

Suchannek (1973) is lower by a factor of 2 than the Lyman Alpha cross 

sections measured by Pretzer, et al. (1964) and Andreev, et al. (1966). 

This reflects the different means of optical calibration used by these 

authors.

Figures 25 and 26 show the Balmer Alpha emission cross sections and 

compare them to the cross sections of Hughes, Petefish, and Kisner 

(1972). Absolute values for Balmer Alpha cross sections in this work 

were obtained by normalization to the values of Suchannek (1973) as de

scribed in Chapter III. The Balmer Alpha emission cross section of 

Suchannek (1973) for proton impact on nitrogen was 30% higher than that 

of Hughes, Doughty, and Filipelli (1968) and is responsible for most of 

the discrepency between the measurements of Hughes, Petefish, and 

Kisner (1972) and those reported here. The Balmer Alpha photometer 

used by Suchannek (1973) was calibrated using a standard lamp. The op

tical calibration of Hughes, Petefish, and Kisner (1972) for hydrogen 

impact on nitrogen and oxygen was established at 25 keV by comparing 

the 3s contribution to the Balmer Alpha signal from neutral impact to 

that from proton impact. The resulting cross section was normalized to
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the 3s excitation cross section for protons measured by Hughes,

Stigers, Doughty, and Stokes (1970). The absolute value for the latter 

cross section was obtained through several stages of normalization (via 

the measurements of Hughes, Dawson, Kay, and Stigers (1966)) from the 

measurements by Hughes, Lin, and Hatfield (1963) of cross sections for 

excitation of Balmer Alpha radiation from stationary hydrogen atoms 

produced by 100 keV proton impact on H2 . The optical calibration for 

the latter cross section involved the use of a standard lamp and has 

been described by Hughes, Waring, and Fan (1961), and they gave it an 

uncertainty of 40%. Considering the uncertainties above, the results 

of the present work are seen to be in remarkable agreement with those 

of Hughes, Petefish, and Kisner (1972), when contributions from 3s 

atoms excited in the charge exchange cell are considered. Hughes, 

Petefish, and Kisner (1972) do not have any data for cross sections 

below 10 keV. As can be seen in the graphs, the cross sections are 

rising steeply at energies around 2,000 ev. and will reach a maximum at 

an energy less than 2,000 ev. For energies less than 10 keV, the cor

rection for 3s atoms excited in the charge exchange cell is small and 

becomes smaller for decreasing energies. For this reason the Balmer 

Alpha cross sections at these lower energies are considered to be more 

accurate.

Summary of Results

The absolute values for the L and H emission cross sections fora a

hydrogen atom impact have been calculated from the observed cross sec
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tions. The L emission cross sections were found to be smaller thana
the cross sections measured by Birely and McNeal in lj|^. This differ

ence has been shown to originate primarily in the methods of optical 

calibration. The Hq cross sections were found to be in general agree

ment with the measurements performed by Hughes, Petefish, and Kisner 

(1972) when a suitable correction for 3s atoms excited in the charge 

exchange cell was applied. This correction becomes increasingly small

er for lower energies and the cross section measurements below 10 keV 

are only slightly affected; the optical calibrations at 6180 ev. were 

virtually unaffected. The Hq emission cross sections between 2 keV and 

10 keV reported here are the first measurements in that energy range 

for hydrogen atom impact on nitrogen and oxygen.
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Processes In the Beam Relating to Charge Exchange 

As a segment of the beam moves thru the vacuum system, it interacts 

with the gases present. Individual particles in the beam undergo col

lisions in which an electron is transferred between the atoms and mole

cules involved (Murray, 1968; Allison, 1958; Hughes, Doughty, and 

Filipelli, 1968).

Definitions:

z = the distance from some reference point along the path of the beam,

v = the velocity of the proton or neutral beam.

a = the total stripping cross section.5
a = the total charge transfer cross section, c
p = the number density of the target gas.

n^(z) = the proton density in the beam as a function of distance z.

n^(z) = the neutral hydrogen density in the beam as a function of 

distance.

A beam of protons and neutral hydrogen will have two processes oc

curring simultaneously. By the stripping process a beam atom loses its 

electron which is acquired by another atom or molecule in the gas pres

ent; this process occurs at the rate of vpnn (z)a per unit volume.u s
Protons gain electrons by charge transfer collisions with the gas at a 

t rate of vpn^(z)ac per unit volume. These are the two primary processes

active in the beam and determine its composition as a function of posi

tion. In a unit volume the rate equations for the build up of n^(z)

APPENDIX 1
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and ^(z) are developed from equations (23) and (24) where
3n1 (z)

at
3n (z)

and ------- will be set equal to zero for the steady state condition
at

that is assumed.

dn..(z) 3n^(z) 3n^(z)
------  =  + v   = vpnn (z)a - vpn.. (z)aO s  i cdt at 3z

(23)

and

dn_(z) 3nQ (z) anQ (z)
---------  -   + v   = vpn.. (z)ct -  vpnn (z)a1 c u sdt at az

(24)

Using the initial conditions 

nx (0) = 0

ng(0) = Hq for an initially all neutral beam (25)

and

nl(0) = n 1

= 0 for an initially all proton beam. (26)

The differential equations can be solved for the two sets of initial 

conditions. The results for an initially all proton beam are

n.
ri^z) =

a + a  
s c

a +  a e s c
- p ( a  +  a )z s c (27)

and

n Q ( z ) =
n. a 1 c

a + a s c
1 - e

-p(a + a ) z  s c
(2 8 )
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For an initially all neutral beam the solution becomes

and

n^z) =

n0 (z> =

n_o 0 s
a + a s c

n.

o + o  s c

1 - e
- p ( o  +  a )z s c

o + o e c s
-p(o + o )z s c

In subsequent calculations the following definitions will be used.

F , (L,P) = a symbol defined by equations (31) thru (34). ab
’ 0 initially an all neutral beam

a = ■
1 initially an all proton beam

b =

0
refers to that portion of the

1

final beam which is neutral 

refers to that portion of the 

final beam which is proton 

L = the distance along the beam axis from z 

P = the pressure along the interval L.

= 0.

Now define Fa^(L,P) as

nx(L) = n^F11(L,P) and

n0 (L) = n-jF^a.P)

where n^(L) and Hq (L) refer to an initially all proton beam.
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where n^(L) and n^(L) now refer to an initially all neutral beam.

Experimental measurements for the cross sections a and a can be
S  0

found in the article by Allison (1958). Both cross sections show a

strong variation with respect to beam energy. This energy dependence

must be considered in the calculation of F , (L,P).ab
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Calculation of the Secondary Electron Coefficient 

The Faraday cup used to measure the proton and neutral beam cur

rents has a guard ring mounted in front of it (see figure 7) which is 

used to suppress or extract secondary electrons from the surface of the 

Faraday cup. When the ring is sufficiently negative, secondary elec

trons are suppressed from leaving the surface of the Faraday cup and 

only the protons in the beam are collected. With the guard ring suf

ficiently positive, all secondary electrons escape and act as an add

itional current source at the Faraday cup. The current in this case is 

due to protons, secondary electrons due to proton impact, and secondary 

electrons due to neutral hydrogen impact. An assumption was made that,

for a given surface, the secondary electron coefficient, N , will bes
the same for both protons and neutral hydrogen in the energy range of 

2 keV to 25 keV. This assumption is good to within experimental accu

racies as verified by Utterback and Miller (1961) and Berry (1948).

Beginning with an all-proton beam after mass analysis, the beam 

travels a distance L  ̂ through gas at a pressure P£ to the collision 

chamber's entrance aperture and then an additional distance through 

gas at a pressure P^ to the Faraday cup (see figure 6). Using the re

sults of Appendix 1, the beam at the Faraday cup is a mixture of pro

tons and neutral hydrogen atoms given by

APPEND IX  2

nl(L2+L3) = nl F11^L2,P2^F11^L3,P3̂  + F10^L2’P2^F01^L3,P3̂ (35 )
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A current of magnitude = evAn^CL^+L^) will flow from the Faraday cup 

while the guard ring is sufficiently negative, v and A are the veloc

ity and cross sectional area of the beam, respectively. For a suffi

ciently positive guard ring the current is calculated to be

i* = evAn1(L2+L3)(l + Ng) + evAnQ(L2+L3)Nc (37)

The last two equations can be solved for Ng with the result

N
i+ - i" c c

F11^L2,P2^F11^L3’P3̂  + F10^L2’P2^F01^L3,P3̂ .(38)
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Neutral and Proton Density in the Viewing Region 

In this appendix the relationship between the beam densities at the 

center of the viewing region and the current collected at the Faraday 

cup with the guard ring positive will be developed. Using figure 6 as 

a reference for the lengths involved, the beam is assumed to be all 

neutral hydrogen after it leaves the charge exchange cell. Following 

the method in appendix 2 the all-neutral beam will become a mixture, at 

the center of the viewing region the proton and neutral hydrogen number 

densities are given by

nl ^ 4 +L5^ = n0 * F01^L4,IV F11^L5,IV  + F00^L4’IV F01^L5’P5^ *

V W  = n0 { F01<L4*P4)F10(L5»P5) + W W W W  } (40)

and at the Faraday cup the expressions become

- nQ { F01(L4,P4)Fn (L3,P3) + F ^ L ^ P ^ O ^ )  } (41)

V W  = n0 { F01(L4’P4)F10(L3’P3) + W V V W S ’V  } * ̂

A current will be detected at the Faraday cup with magnitude

i* = evAa1 (L4+L3)(l + Nfl) + evAn0 (L4+L3)Ns (43)

where Ng is the value of the secondary electron coefficient found in 

appendix 2. Equations (39), (40), and (43) can be solved for the ini-

APPEN D IX  3
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tial neutral beam density n^; the calculation finds

i+ /evAc
n0 "

(44)
Ns + F01̂ L4,IV F11̂ L3,IV  + F00̂ L4,P4̂ F01̂ L3’ P3̂

The neutral hydrogen density in the viewing region is

i+
n0(viewing region) = —  { F01(L4,P4)F10(L5,P5) + F00(L4,P4)X

evA

F00(L5*P5) }/{ Ns + F01(L4’ P4)X

Fll(L3.p3) + f o o L̂4 ’P4^F01^L3,P3̂  *

and the proton density in the viewing region is

i+
n,(viewing region) = -£-  { FQ1(L4,P4)Fn (L5,P5) + FQ0(L4>P4)X

evA

F01(L5’ P5) >/{ “s + F01(W X 

f11(L3’ P3) + W W W V  1 -(46)
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Build Up of Excited States

As the neutral beam, assumed to be in the ground state, enters the

collision chamber, excitation of the beam atoms begins. As the excited

atoms continue on into the collision chamber they decay to lower energy

states. If n is the number density of atoms in the state m, then the m
rate of direct excitation to state m per unit volume is given by

vpn.(z)a . Indirect excitation thru cascade from higher energy states 0 m
proceeds at a rate of per unit volume, where A^m is the transi

tion probability per unit time from state k to state m. Decay of at

oms in state m will occur at the rate of n A per unit volume where Am m  m
is the total transition probability per unit time for all transitions 

from state m. The resulting rate equation for these processes is

dn 9n 9n m _  m  m
dt 9t 9z

9n
Neglecting the cascade term, E n A^ , setting --- = 0 for steady

k>m * m  9t

state, using n^(z) as given in appendix 1 for an all neutral beam, and

setting n (0) = 0  the build up of state m is given by

APPEND IX  4

vpo n (z) + E n. A. - n A (47)m 0 .^Tclon m mk>m
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m (z) =
p a A  m 0

o_ + o
S C

a v -A z/v
—  (1 - e m ) +
Am

-p(a + a )z -A z/v/ S C  in vag (e - e )

(A /v - (a + a )) m s c
(48)

Using nQ(z) = nQ^zo^ = constant UP t0 the viewing region, z^ is the 
position of the viewing region, and ^(0) = 0 as initial conditions,

equation (47) is again solved. The result of this calculation, neg

lecting cascade terms, is given by

n (z) =in
v p a n  (z ) mu  u

m
( 1 -

- A z/v m . e ) (49)
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Cascade Contributions and Build Up of Excited States 

This Appendix treats equation (47) with the cascade terms for the 

next higher level included. The build up of the n = 2 and n = 3 states 

will be calculated where the number density of the higher level will be 

of the form (49). Only the next higher level is considered because the 

excitation cross sections of the higher levels decreases rapidly and 

the probability that such levels populate the level in question de

creases rapidly (Murray, 1968). The differential equations to be 

solved are

APPE N D IX  5

  = a_ pn„ + n. A. _ /v - n_ A, /v , (50)3s 0 4p 4p-3s 3s 3s *

dn3
~ 2 ' = a3ppn0 + n4sA4s-3p/v + n4dA4d-3p/v " n3pA3p/v » (51)dz

dn3d
" = 03dpnO + n4pA4p-3d/v + ^ f ^ f - l d ^  ~ n3dA3d/v * and (52)dz

dn2o
= a pnQ + n3sA3s_2 p/v + n3dA3d-2p/,V “ n2pA2p/,V ’ (53)dz

where the cascade patems have been taken from figure 15. The equ- 

tions are solved with LaPlace transforms and the initial condition 

nn^(z=0) = 0. The results of that calculation are
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cn.v
n3s (z> <03s +

3s

o A, z/v_^Ez 3s W1 _ p- 3s }

4p
% > (1 '  e

. f -A, z/v -A z/v .
4p-3s ( 6 4p " 6 38 }

-  pnov " T -  % -----------------------------------
(54)

4p <A3s - V

, , pn0 , . 4s-3p . 4d-3p _ > „  _-A,_p/v ,
V 2 ) " ; ---- (° 3 P + 1 -- ^ 04S + ” “  «  p

3p 4s 4d

. . -A. z/v -A. z/v .
4s-3p (e 4S " 6 3p }

" pn0V — ^  P4s --------   — ------------
4s ( 3p “ 4sJ

A,, _ (e"A4dz/v - e"A3pZ/v )
- pn0V — *■ °4d --------   — -- * (55)

4d ( 3p 4d

, , pn0V , ‘ . A4p-3d .. . A4f-3d w  r"A ?rtz/v ^
l3d = —  ( 3d ~ 7 ~  4p 1 ----- 4f "3d 4p 4f

. , -A. z/v -A0jZ/v .
4o-3d <e 4p ' e 3d >- pnnv — c  a ---------------------
A4p P (A3d " A4p*

(e"A4fz/v - e"A3dz/v )
- pn.v - M z M  a --------------------- , and (56)

A4f <A3 d - V
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These results were further simplified by using the transition prob

abilities from Table 3 and the approximations that

3s 3p
and (58)

4s J4p °4d 74 f  ’ 20° 3 s

for both nitrogen and oxygen. These approximations are justified by 

the excitation cross sections of Hughes and Fouri (1972) and Hughes, 

Petefish, and Kisner (1972). Equations (54),(55),(56) , and (57) can be 

expressed as

n3s(z) = pn0VO3s

3s
1.0074 (1 - e"A3sz/v )

- 0.000623 (e_A3sz/v - e"A4pz/v ) (59)
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0.08569 ( e“A4sz/v - e"A3pz/v )

0.05990 ( e~A4dZ V̂ - e'A3pZ V̂ ) (60)

, , pn0V°3d ( , nn nn i , , _~A0_,z/v ,nOJ(z) = -------  | 1.20074 ( 1 - e 3d )
3d * I3d

0.002785 ( e~A3dz/v - e_A4pz/v )

0.2544 ( e-A4fz/v - e_A3dz/v ) , and (61)

n2p(z) =
pnQVg2p

A2p
1.20 ( 1 - e_A2pz/v )

- 0.10101 ( e“A3sz/v - eA2pz/v )

- 0.111408 ( e_A3dz/v - e“A2pz/v ) (62)

Returning to equation (47), the term n^A is the rate at which at

oms emit per unit volume. Define F (z) = n A which is calculated
r ■ m m m

from

dn_
r (z) -  vpn a + I -  v

k>m dz
m (63)
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dnm
dz

is given by (54), (55), (56), and (57) and n^ has the form of (49)

T (z) was calculated algebraically, and simplified as equations (54), m
(55), (56), and (57) were. Y (z) now represents the rate at which atm
oms emit per unit volume from state m as a function of position.

r3s(z) = pn0va3s 1 + 0.000623 ( 12.857 e"A4pz/v - e"A3sz/v )

+ 0.0074 ( 1 - eA4pz/v )

- 1.0074 e_A3sz/v (64)

V z) pn0VCT3p 1 + 0.08569 ( e"A3pz/v - 0.023118 e"A4sz/v )

+ 0.05990 ( e_A3pz/v - 0.14731 e_A4dz/v )

+ 0.08372 ( 1 - e“A4sz/v )

+ 0.05108 ( 1 - e"A4dz/v )

- 1.1348 e_A3pz/v (65)
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r3d(z> pn0Va3d 1 + 0.002785 ( 1.2656 e"A4pz/v - e~A3dz/v )

+ 0.2544 ( e_A3d2/v - 0.21406 e“A4fz/v )

+ 0.00074 ( 1 - e_A4pz/v )

+ 0.200 ( 1 - e-A4fz/v )

- 1.20074 e"A3dz/v and (66 )

V z) pV ° 2 p 1 + 0.10101 ( e_A2pz/v - 0.01008 e“A3sz/v )

+ 0.111408 ( e“A2pz/v - 0.1024 e“A3dz/v )

+ 0.100 ( 1 - e_A3sz/v )

+0.100 ( 1 - e"A3dz/v )

- 1.200 e“A2pz/v (67)
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A PPEN D IX  6

Contribution to the Emitting Atoms In the Viewing Region 

from the Charge Exchange Cell

In the case of the H line there is a contribution to the 3s - 2pa
transition due to excited states in the beam coming from the charge ex

change cell. A correction for this build up is made on the assumption
-3that the pressure in the charge exchange cell is 2 X 10 Torr. This 

pressure is determined on the basis of the observed mean free path, 15 

cm., a total conversion of protons to neutrals of about 40%, and fig

ure 5. Experimentally, the pressure in the charge exchange cell was 

increased to obtain the largest beam current; a further increase in 

pressure resulted in a decrease of beam current. This decrease of 

beam current may be due to multiple collisions in the charge exchange 

cell and subsequent deflection of particles from the beam axis.

The number of atoms excited to the 3s state can be estimated by 

using the ratio of the pressure in the charge exchange cell, Pce> t0 

that in the collision chamber, P. For a beam in radiative equilibrium

there would be P /P more atoms excited to the 3s state in the charge ce
exchange cell than in the collision chamber. If the state is assumed 

to be built up in the manner illustrated in figure 16, which does not 

include any collisional deactivation, the 3s atoms in the charge ex

change cell will be 2.7 times closer to their equilibrium population.

It is now assumed that, since the mean free path for deactivation of 

atoms in the 3s state is about the same as the length of the charge
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exchange cell, a fraction 1/e of the atoms initially excited to the 3s 

state remains after the beam passes through the charge exchange cell. 

The total number of atoms excited to the 3s state leaving the charge 

exchange cell can be expressed as (P^/P) (2.7/e) times the number of 

atoms excited in the collision chamber.

These excited atoms travel 4.44 cm., z^, in a Stark field and an 

additional 28 cm., to the collision chamber's entrance aperture. 

Decay in the Stark field for 3s states is assumed to take place with a 

lifetime of 12 ns., twice that of the fastest decay possible. In the 

remaining distance 28 cm. + z , decay continues at the normal 3s life

time. The volume emission rate, for these atoms undergoing 3s - 2p 

transitions at a distance, z, into the collision chamber, is given by

3s (z) =
p ' ’ 2.7 'ce
P . e .

vpn0c3s X

exp Z1 + A3s-2p( Z2 + 2 > /v . (68)

This additional term modifies r_ (z) and r„ (z) to3s 2p

r3s(Z) = pnQva3s 1 + 0.000623 ( 12.857 e“A4pz/v - e~A3sz/v )

+ 14 e‘( A3p-lsZl/2 + A3s-2p(z2 + Z  ̂

+ 0.0074 ( 1 - e_A4pz/v )

- 1.0074 e"A3sz/v and (69)
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V z) PV a2p 1 + 0.10101 ( e_A2pz/v - 0.01008 e-A3sz/v )

+ 0.11408 ( e"A2pz/v - 0.1024 e_A3dz/v )

+0.100 ( 1 - e“A3sz/v )

. . -(A, , z /2 + A „ (z + z) )/v1.4 e 3p-ls 1 3s-2p 2

+0.100 ( 1 - e'A3dz/v )

-1.20 e-A2Pz/v

I

(70)
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APPEND IX  7

Data Collection Procedure

Prior to taking any data, the following steps were taken to 

stabilize and check the operation of the apparatus.

1. Operate the vacuum system with the liquid nitrogen traps 

filled for a minimum of three hours.

2. Provide cooling to the Balmer Alpha photomultiplier and 

achieve temperature stability.

3. Operate the RF oscillator and gas leak for 1/2 hour to achieve 

a stable beam current.

4. Operate all electronics and photomultipliers for one hour and 

verify proper operation.

5. Operate the MKS Pressure Baratron for a minimum of six hours 

to achieve temperature stability.

6. Check compressed air system, drain out water collected, and 

check the current air pressure.

7. Flush the oxygen filter on the Lyman Alpha detector for 1/2 

hour and adjust the pressure to 795 Torr.

8. Obtain a supply of liquid nitrogen for the rest of the day.

Once these, steps were completed, a set of measurements was taken

using a proton beam with an energy of 6180 ev. This first set of 

measurements was a determination of the emission cross sections for 

protons impacting on the target gas. The cross section was computed 

immediately after taking the data and compared to prior measurements. 

In this manner, proper operation of the apparatus was verified and the
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data taken could be used to correct for changing photomultiplier 

sensitivity. This measurement was repeated at the end of the day or 

after 8 measurements of the neutral cross sections. The sequence of 

operations during a measurement of a neutral cross section are as 

follows:

1. Turn the RF oscillator off.

2. Set the current controller of the electromagnet to a particular 

energy and verify the setting by measuring the voltage across 

the 1/2 ohm resistor in series with the electromagnet.

3. Remove the voltage from the proton deflection plates between 

the charge exchange cell and collision chamber.

4. Close the shutoff valve of the variable leak supplying gas to 

the charge exchange cell.

5. Start the RF oscillator.

6. Adjust the focusing and accelerating voltages and the operating 

conditions of the RF oscillator to obtain a maximum beam 

current.

7. Adjust the deflection voltages at the quadrupole lens to 

obtain a maximum beam current.

8. Adjust the relative voltage between the two sets of deflection

plates at the quadrupole lens for a maximum beam current.

9. Readjust the deflection voltages at the quadrupole lens to

obtain a maximum beam current.

10. Make a measurement of the secondary electron coefficient

at the Faraday cup.
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a) Record the current at the Faraday cup with the guard ring

100 volts negative with respect to the Faraday cup.

b) Record the current at the Faraday cup with the guard ring

100 volts positive with respect to the Faraday cup.

11. Open the shut off valve on the charge exchange cell's variable 

leak.

12. Apply voltage to the deflection plates between the charge 

exchange cell and collision chamber.

13. Adjust the voltages at the ion source and quadrupole lens to 

obtain the strongest beam possible.

14. Set the timer for a five minute period of data collection.

15. Reset the scalers recording the Lq and photomultiplier 

counts.

16. Reset the current integrator.

17. Turn the room lights off and verify that all instruments are 

properly reset.

18. Start the timer using the switch on the current integrator.

19. Check the oxygen pressure in the oxygen filter of the 

photometer.

20. Record the charge collected by the current integrator, the

photometer counts, and the photometer counts at the end 

of the counting period.

21. Adjust the electromagnet's current control to a higher current 

until the neutral beam current is reduced to zero.
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22. Reset the scalers recording the and photomultiplier 

counts.

23. Set the timer for a dark count counting period of 5 minutes.

24. Start the timer, using the switch on the current integrator.

25. Adjust the MKS Baratron's switching system so that the 

reference vacuum is on both sides of the pressure head.

26. Record the L and H photometer counts at the end of thea a
counting period.

27. Turn off the RF oscillator.

28. Adjust the MKS Baratron for zero pressure.

29. Adjust the MKS Baratron's switching system so that the high 

pressure side is exposed to the collision chamber and the 

reference side is exposed to the reference vacuum.

30. Record the MKS Baratron's pressure.

31. Determine the reference pressure with an ionization gauge.

1
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